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EDITORIAL
Well, here it is!

Your last magazine for 1989!

Your trusty editor is

breathing a big sigh of relief - not that it's a bad job, it's just good
to have finished up another year. Phew. But I'll be back! Yep, I'll
be doing the magazine up until June 1990 - after that I may be disappearing
off the face of New Zealand for a little while. So if you're interested
in taking over this job, make yourself known! I'm quite willing to pass
the responsibility over right now, but someone HAS to volunteer before
July next year.

Let this be a warning!

Don't forget to keep your eyes out for prospective advertisers for
this magazine.

It's getting pretty expensive to produce now that postage

for registered publications is double what it was three months ago.

If

you DO find someone with promise, give them my phone number.
Well, I have to say it's been a great year of O for me.
all got a lot out of it too!

Hope you've

And who says we don't have an 'off-season'?

Three months until the first OY of 1990 - sounds a long way off to me.
Plenty of time to have a breather, and waddle-off those Christmas cakes
and mince pies.

Hee hee.

Many thanks to all you contributors during the year, without you this
magazine would be like a limp lettuce leaf.

There won't be an issue for

January, which leaves all the more time to write some juicy articles for
the February edition! How about that!
Have a great Christmas everybody, see you in the New Year!
Katie Fettes
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COMING EVENTS
JANUARY
16

Tues

C

Auckland Domain - starts 5.00 till 7.00pm

21

Sun

NW

Long Bay Reserve - starts 10.00am till 12.30pm

30

Tues

C

Western Springs - starts 5.00pm till 7.00pm

FEBRUARY
6

Tues

C

Long Bay Reserve - starts 2.00pm till 5.00pm

10

Sat

SA

Awhitu ARA Reserve - starts 5.00pm till 7.00pm

13
17

Tues
Sat

C
SA

Auckland Domain - starts 5.00pm till 7.00pm
Duders Beach - starts 5.00pm till 7.00pm

18

Sun

NW

Shakespear Reserve - starts 10.00am till 12.30pm

20
24

Tues
Sat

C
SA

One Tree Hill - starts 5.00pm till 7.00pm
Waiuku Forest - starts 5.00pm till 7.00pm

27

Tues

C

Western Springs - starts 5.00pm till 7.00pm

3

Sat

SA

Omana ARA Reserve - starts 5.00pm till 7.00pm

6

Tues

C

Onepoto Domain - starts 5.00pm till 7.00pm

6

Tues

C

Self's Farm - starts 5.00pm till 7.00pm

10

Sat

SA

11

Sun

NW

Ambury Park - starts 10.00am till 12.30pm

C
SA

One Tree Hill - starts 5.00pm till 7.00pm
Motutapu Island - weekend camp (see South Auckland News

MARCH

13
Tues
17-18

Waharau

ARA Reserve - starts 5.00pm till 7.00pm

for more details)
18

Sun

NW

Woodhill Forest - starts 10.00am till 12.30pm

CLOSING DATE FOR NEXT ISSUE

20 JANUARY

Let's hear about what orienteers
get up to in the summer!
Katie Fettes
Hamilton Road
R.D.4
WAIUKU

(ph 085-31113)
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NORTHWESTNEWS
* The club A.G.M. was held at Shakespear Reserve on Sunday November 12th.
The following people were elected for 1990:
President: Lesley Stone
Secretary: Lorri O'Brien
Treasurer: Barry Hanlon
Club Captain: Colin Tait
A number of other club positions (publicity, equipment etc) were also
voted on and a full list will be available soon.
* During the same weekend Bruce Henderson, Keith and Alison Stone, and
Katie Fettes paid a flying visit to Timaru for the South Island Champs the only North Island people there besides one lone Wellington orienteer.
The Craigmore map once again provided a challenge but our competitors
were equal to the task and turned in some winning times. Some people
take extreme measures to avoid being given a job at the A.G.M.!
* That thought must also have been on the minds of the club members who
went to the last Central Districts OY of the year, that same weekend.
It is hoped that Kapamahunga provided suitable punishment for nonattendance at the A.G.M.!
* Summer must be here. Christine and Maurice, Mike B. and Les P. have all
joined the boating fraternity, while the Johansen family were last seen
heading for the summit of One Tree Hill on mountain bikes. For a lot
of other Northwesters, tramping and biking will fill their weekends from
now on.
* A big thank you to Katie for the informal but informative magazine she
has produced all year.
month.

It's something everyone looks forward to each

Merry Christmas and relaxing (?) holidays everyone, and see you during
the Summer Series.
North West Newshound
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SOUTH AUCKLAND NEWS
* The A.G.M. saw those fast women take over the executive, with Unni Lewis
as our new President, Rosemary Gatland as Secretary and Jeanette Boswell
as Treasurer.

The Club Scribe was next to join the girls, and I am it

for another year.
* Summer Series - note that the South Auckland events are being held on
Saturday evenings, so what could be better than a day at the beach with
the family, with a barbeque and an 'O' event from 5.00pm onwards.

The

first one will be on February 10th at Awhitu ARA Reserve.
* Details of the Motutapu Island 'Fun Event of the Year' are enclosed with
the N.Z. Champs results, and will be available at the Summer Series
events.

Briefly, the closing date for entries is 15th February, fees

$33 per person including boat fare, beds and entry fees.

There will be

a long, medium and short course both days and a night event (with the
Motutapu Gorilla).

Bed space is limited so if you miss out you will

have to rough it in your own tent.
* With 1989 coming to a close I have had a good 'O' season.

Some of the

major events were spoilt by rain (Telescope Creek, AOA Champs and
Nationals), but because of good courses, good maps and good organisation
the events were still enjoyable.

We read that our sport is going down-

hill, but think positively, because I believe we enjoy the best and we
will still be enjoying it in the future.
* Next club meeting will be on the first Monday in February at the Lewis'
residence, 23 Park Estate Road, Papakura.
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL!
* Congratulations to Jeanine Browne who has just been accepted into
Auckland Teachers College for 1990.

She'll

spend four years there

before qualifying as a Physical Education teacher.

It should be great

for the sport of orienteering if she imparts some of her skill upon
her future students! Good luck JB!
Ken Browne
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macpac
KAWEKA CHALLENGE
FEBRUARY 1990
Saturday, February 10 Sunday, February 11,1990
Trampers • Orienteers
Runners • Outdoor Enthusiasts
The highest mountain race in New
Zealand.
To complete is to compete.
Organised by:
Hawke's Bay Orienteering Club
& Heretaunga Tramping Club.
Closing date for entries 29 December 1989.
(Late entries will be accepted at organisers' discretion.)

EVENT ENTRY
Cost $35 per pair.
Entries Close: December 29th 1989.
Cut off the entry form and send with cheque payable to
Hawke's Bay Orienteering Club to:
Macpac Kaweka Challenge
C/- Mrs S. Mardon
Evenden Road
Hastings.
Phone (070) 68-558.

COURSE 1: Kaweka
Category:
Age limit:
Length:
Climb:
Day 1:

Day 2:

'Fitness essential'.
Minimum age of 18 years for both competitors.
Approximately 44 km.
Approximately 3000 m.
Start from the Lakes Road Carpark crossing the
Tutaekuri River and ascending Rogue Ridge to
the top of the Kaweka Range. Follow the main
ridge of the Kaweka Range north to Ihaka Spur
and descend to the overnight campsite beside
Middle Hill Hut
Return south along tracks crossing Kaweka
Flats, Makahu Saddle, Matauria Ridge,
Mackintosh Plateau and Kaweka Hut to the
Lakes Road Carpark finish.

COURSE 2: Makahu
Category:
Age limit:
Length:
Climb:
Day 1:

Day

2:

'Fit trip'.
Minimum age of 16 years for both competitors.
Approximately 28 km.
Approximately 2060 m.
Start from the Lakes Road Carpark crossing the
Tutaekuri River and ascending Rogue Ridge to
the top of the Kaweka Range. Follow the main
ridge of the Kaweka Range north to Makahu
Spur and descend to the overnight camp site
beside the Makahu Saddle forestry base.
Return south along tracks crossing Matauria
Ridge, Mackintosh Plateau and Kaweka Hut to
the Lakes Road Carpark finish.

COURSE 3: Kuri-Mac
Category:
Age limit:
Length:
Climb:
Day 1:

Day

2:

'Fit trip'.
Minimum age of 16 years for both competitors.
Approximately 30 km.
Approximately 2000 m.
Start from the Lakes Road Carpark ascending
Kuripapango Hill, passing the radio mast and
descending to water gauge, returning to the
Lakes Road Carpark along the 'new' Lakes
Road. (Road not shown on existing N.Z.M.S.
U20 Kaweka map.)
Start from the Lakes Road Carpark crossing the
Tutaekuri River and ascending Rogue Ridge to
the top of the Kaweka Range. Follow the main
ridge of the Kaweka Range north to Mackintosh
Spur, descend the spur and follow the track
system south to the Lakes Road Carpark finish.

OK WHAT A YAWN !
Opinion:

The existing OY competition is a 'Claytons' competition. It's had
its day, it lacks flair and status, it's boring, it's stale.

Consider:

What
What
What
What

Answer:

"A GRAND FINAL"

brings out the best
gives a competition
makes a competition
enhances the status

1n a competition?
flair and hype?
interesting and exciting?
of a competition?

Think about it - a grand final definitely has flair, is exciting,
has plenty of hype and, most important, projects a high status
level. OK, how can a sport such as orienteering have a competition
culminating in a grand final?
I don't know, we probably can't;
however, if you consider the following proposal I'm sure we can
achieve the next best thing to one.
Proposal:

The competition format will remain in its present form, ie seven
events, dropping the worst two.
Final OY event will carry double points allocation.
From the remaining six OY events each competitor will select and
register (on the appropriate form) one event, to be for want of a
better name, their "Joker event".
The "Joker event" will also carry double points allocation.
Registered "Joker events" will remain confidential to the competitor
and OY statistician.
All competitors' "Joker events" and their respective points
allocation will be revealed to everybody on the day of the final OY
event.
Registration of the competitors' "Joker event" may be submitted at
any time prior to the day of the selected event, and no later than
10am on the day of the selected event.
There we have it; a simple, uncomplicated way of enhancing an
otherwise mediocre and boring competition, with the added advantage
of creating a grand final type finish.
The proposal also introduces two fun-type elements - that of
gambling, ie having to select a "joker event" and intrigue, ie all
will be revealed at the last OY event.

Action:

I wish to present this proposal to the forward-thinking people in
our sport and hope they will generate support and take the necessary
action to see it introduced into the 1990 OY competition.

Mike Ashmore
27/10/89
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THIS YEAR, NEXT YEAR . . .
We're about to pack the 'O' bags for the last time this year.

They're

looking a trifle shabby, the faded denim and old carpet bags flopped side
by side, their badges tatty, the bottoms still mud-spattered from Auckland
Champs.

Just as well the year is drawing to its conclusion - the thermos

has rusted out, we'll have to rely on Sustelite today.

Hey, what's this -

oh, it's the brown shoe lace I begged off the old man to wrap my clipcard
on my wrist.

No wonder we spent all evening frantically swopping laces

from shoe to sneaker, so we could go out to dinner.

And Lor' love me as

I empty the bag out on the bed - out falls No. 182, belonging to some 'O'
club - whose? - as well as a muddy, long-forgotten clue sheet, 76 Knoll
West Side.

How many knolls in the last fifteen years have hidden that

wretched flag on the west side?

One's brain boggles - as it must have

then - which is west, right or left of north??
crashing in.
And, oh joy! my whistle.

Ahh - the side the sea is

That whistle I've carried all over the world.

I remember in Canada, racing madly back to the car hundreds of metres from
the start, after seeing a notice - 'No whistle, no

race'.

Grabbed it in

frenetic haste and then tore back to the start, huffing and puffing, to
find the start boss handing out free ones. Had a good warm-up...
Poor old torn O-suit, will it do another year?

Good that it's brown,

I slide down so many muddy slopes on my derriere. Here are my little nail
scissors, good, I can cut my toenails - always like to clip them back or
they end up black 'n' blue - what elephant tusks they've become, tough and
'orny. I'm better off wearing my old holey shoes, with ventilation in the
right places.
What's this? A screwed up map covered in mud and blood. Looks like
Jim Snedden's. Can't tell the red circles from the bloody fingerprints.
My chest aches still at the sight of that miserable No.8 I had to run
back to. How is it one always recalls one's mistakes in such bitter detail.
Is there anything nice in this old 'O' bag? Yes - memories of social days,
great people, long trips around Enzed, aye the world!
And look, yuk!

A dirty sock belonging to M65.

Army Store for 40 cents, the pair!
so much?

He bought it at an

Why does he treasure his dirty socks

Shove it in the denim bag - but better still, put in some nice

clean ones.

Bless him, he might lend me that other shoe lace today for my

clipcard, or even take me to dinner, and we can swap controls and courses
and plan another year.
W100
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COACHING REPORT
NZOF COUNCIL MEETING, 21 Oct 89
Michael Wood, NZOF Coaching Director,
Coaching Philosophy

Some people view coaching as something you do to improve competitive performance.
I think this is a limited view of coaching, and even if it is suitable for some sports, it
certainly is not for orienteering, which has a large number of recreational participants.
I prefer to see coaching as something we do to increase enjoyment of our sport; and only
some of our orienteers get the major part of their enjoyment from competitive success.
I would like (given more hours in the day) to attempt to increase the enjoyment of
orienteers from beginners to top competitors.
But one of my early realisations was the impossibility of making any noticeable progress
without having some priorities. (This is a problem which faces most orienteers who feel
they can contribute to the sport in some way - we still want to compete as well, and in
many cases to put time into their own training.)
Coaching Priorities

There weren't any priorities specified by the management committee, who wanted that
to be part of the job. So I asked other orienteers involved in coaching (a postal survey),
and in conjunction with the Kiwisport Coordinator I asked the "wise men and women"
of orienteering to a meeting in Rotorua in August. The two groups were in remarkable
agreement. Here are the priorities I'll be working to:
1 = Beginner motivation and enjoyment
1 = Midfield motivation and enjoyment
3.. NZ all-ages top performance on the trans-Tasman scene
4= Lay person appreciation of orienteering
4= NZ Elite competitor performance on the world scene
I'm going to concentrate on the top two for now. What this means is that my work will
have to be through others working on the club and area scene - training members who
have an interest in helping newcomers, finding or making teaching aids, ideas for slipping
learning into the normal club programme without making it appear too "heavy"' to the
intended participants.
Regional Structure

To help me I need a network of regional coordinators - Auckland, Central Districts,
Wellington and South Island. I have asked area associations and also coaches (through
a newsletter I've started) to think about who they might be.
What about the Top Competitors?

If you are an A grade orienteer near the top of your grade, I'm sorry, but you'll have to
help yourself in the meantime. However that's not all that hard, as there are squads in
existence which operate on a cooperative basis. I'm having a dialog with the WOC
Squad and the Selectors on the relationship between those two groups and coaching,
which I hope will fill the gaps until I or a future Coaching Director can give proper
attention to competitive orienteers.
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Measurement of Coaching Activity

No matter what the priorities are for the moment, we need to know about the coaching
activity that is going on. Mark McKenna ran a survey early in the year to measure 1988
activity, and Survey No 2 covered the first half of 1989. There are about 20 coaches who
replied, although few of them are prepared to commit themselves to a programme of
activity; they are all orienteers with other club responsibilities, and find it hard to think
beyond a single coaching happening at a time. There are about 40 reported coaching
happenings per year, involving 600 attendances (a person at one happening).
Undoubtedly there were more which were not reported.
As another way to keep in touch, I have also asked each club to put me on their
newsletter mailing list. (Thank you Rotorua, Hawkes Bay, Southland. Didn't anyone
else read my coaching newsletter???)
Coach Training Syllabus

Mark McKenna has created an excellent foundation document for setting up the coach
training system on a permanent basis. The hui, Judy Martin and I have had input to it.
The new levels recognise the various people resources we have:
•

those who help newcomers on a one-to-one basis, mainly at events;

•

those who can periodically organise group training sessions, but are unable to
commit to more than one at a time;

•

and those who are able to carry on a coaching programme over a season or longer.

The material which exists in books, coaching camp notes, and courses available in the
community will be evaluated and organised into stages to suit these levels, I envisage the
end product being a series of manuals intended for either self-help or as instructors'
guides for coach training sessions. I say sessions, because not everyone can attend
week-long camps, so coach training has to be available on a modular basis.
Junior Camp JC89.9

Finally let me advertise a junior camp planned for 13-17 Dec, based at Flock House near
Bulls. In anticipation of Management Committee approval, I have advertised to clubs,
and applications are required by 20 November. The prime movers of this camp are John
Rutledge and Paul Henderson, and they would welcome your offers of assistance.
Remember that running a camp involves not just orienteering exercises, but eating,
book-keeping, transporting, etc. And notice that
17-20's is
planned for May 1990.
Conclusion

May I point out that the coaching priorities that YOU have chosen, are best satisfied
by LOCAL activity. I can offer certain things centrally by way of resources and coach
training, but the consumers of the coaching - beginners and midfield orienteers - cannot
come to me and there are too many for me to go to them. I must work through others;
and that means YOU!!!

Michael Wood
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NATIONAL SQUAD REPORT
Report for N.Z.O.F. Council Meeting 21 October 1989
The past 6 months have been focused on the 1989 World Championships in
Sweden, starting with selection trials in June, a build-up of 3 weeks in
Sweden, and the Championships themselves in mid-August.
A full report will be presented to the N.Z.O.F. in due course, but
below is a brief summary of the results.
Individual;
Men - 0 Qualifiers (2 in France '87)
Women - 2 Qualifiers (2 in France '87)
Relay:
Men - 18th out of 22 (17 out of 23 in France)
74 minutes behind winning team (71 minutes behind in France)
Women - 14th out of 19 (14th out of 18 in France)
55 minutes behind winning team (80 minutes behind in France)
In the Individual the women were able to maintain their good performances
of 1987 (and also were unlucky not to have a third qualifier as Carey
Martin missed out by a mere 17 seconds).
The men found the intensity of competition had increased since '87, with
Poland and France showing huge improvements with 4 and 3 qualifiers respectively, whereas in '87 they had only one between them.
Australia had similar problems.
this year they only got one.

After getting 4 men qualifying in '87

In the relays the women maintained their ranking from '87, but had to
improve their performance significantly to do it, as competition was much
closer.

The men dropped a place on '87.

The 'B' Final (introduced for the first time) provided some consolation
with a fine performance from Tania Robinson, to finish 6th.
Looking to the future, the next two year period has 3 major events for the
Squad to concentrate on:
(a) APOC/World Cup

Canada

August 1990

(b) A/NZ Challenge

Australia

September 1990

(c) World Champs

Czechoslovakia

August 1991

The 1990 World Cup events will be worth going to, but we need to ensure
our best orienteers are prepared for top performances in those three
events, and support given to enable them to attend.
With this in mind, the Squad is working closely with the N.Z.O.F.
Coaching Director (Michael Wood) to establish a clear structure for the

Squad to operate within.

This involves defining position descriptions

for Squad Officers and N.Z.O.F. sub-committees related to the Squad
(especially selectors).
Following the selection of a new squad for 1990 and a brief meeting at
Labour Weekend it is hoped to have a weekend meeting of Squad members
before the end of the year, to discuss in detail the various proposals
and issues.
The formalisation of the Squad structure into an N.Z.O.F. coaching
structure has been needed for some time, and Michael Wood's initiatives
will help this, and the concept of 'associate membership' will give the
opportunity to encourage a wide variety of people to be involved with
the squad and overcome the 'closed shop' image.
It is hoped that the structure and details can be finalised before
Christmas '89 so that the planning for 1990 - especially APOC - can begin
immediately.
Two key issues that will come up and are worth seeking ideas on are:
(a) Selection
The Squad is willing to take on the responsibility for operating
a ranking list and for arranging selection trials. This does not
necessarily mean doing all the work - just making sure that suitable
standards are obtained where we have a vested interest. Final
selection would still be by N.Z.O.F. selectors.
We strongly want to avoid a repeat of '89 where despite best
intentions the 'last resorts' had to be used as trials - resulting
in 4 old maps being used out of 5 trials, and 2 trials being held
on the same maps two weeks apart.

So much for the element of

surprise!!
(b) Finance
The cost of sending a team to WOC this year was $52,000.
raised or paid themselves most of the money.

The team

The N.Z.O.F. contrib-

ution was $1500 (3%).
Compared to other countries this level of support is very low,
almost laughable. Ongoing development will be very slow if NZ
continues to keep its top competitors funding themselves to this
degree.
In this day and age nobody can expect handouts, but there is no
point setting up a coaching structure if the top competitors can't
afford to travel to the events they are being trained for.
Paul Dalton
WOC Squad Co-Ordinator
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ROBYN OLDFIELD
AT OUTWARD BOUND ANAKIWA
Ex-South Auckland orienteer Robyn Oldfield recently put herself to the
ultimate test and went on an Outward Bound course at Anakiwa. These courses
are an opportunity to take yourself to your limits, and challenge your
motivation, tolerance and stickability (and hopefully improve all three).
It certainly makes you more aware of your capabilities, and is an
experience that you'll NEVER forget. (I went on a course in July 1986 and
lived to tell the tale!)
Athol and Doreen wanted to share Robyn's two 16-page mega-letters about
her ordeal; hope it doesn't put any of you O.B. hopefuls off! So here are
some extracts

THE ARRIVAL . . .
Arrived here on 22 August after catching the bus from Dunedin at 1.15am.
Got into Christchurch for breakfast, and Picton at 1.30pm. Heaps of people
about since the ferry was unloading.
And then there was us.

American tourists all over the place.

Stuck out like a sore toe due to looks of trepid-

ation on our faces and wrapped up in warm rugged gear.
Didn't think you could fit so many people and gear on one launch but we
did. Divided into 'watches' (groups of 14 people. All live together in
one watch-house, poo, fart, shower, brush teeth, eat and do activities
together. Obviously you get to know each other really well!) on the boat
and unloaded into our instructor's arms. They were grinning with delight
at such a batch of innocent fresh-faced new entrants. Now I know why.
So beginneth 24 days of hell... Kevin's our instructor (32). Madly fit
and keen on PT at all times of the day and night! His role is mainly to
guide us into making decisions and learning to work together. An observer
rather than a leader. And to help us motivate ourselves. Most of the time
he just hovers in the background and does his blank face routine. He only
really steps in if we are falling apart severely as a group, or to explain
safety rules etc.
The day starts at 6am when you get up and get ready for school PT at
6.20am.

PT consists of jogging exercises to warm up, then stretches, then

what they call 'progressive resistance' exercises.

I think they're called

that because they make you do more and more to strengthen you up as you get
further into the course.

That's the real reason anyway, but I'm sure they

are called 'progressive resistance' because the further into the course you
get the more your body resists wanting to do them! When the instructor is
completely satisfied everyone is totally dead you are 'allowed' to go for a

14

run.

It's only 2 miles and is almost flat.

It's timed so you can try and

improve and I've managed to go from 16.33 to 15.31 so far.
body immersion in the Sounds at the end of the run.

Jogging on up to the

outside (cold) shower and it's 7am and time for duties.
fast.

Compulsory

7.30am is break-

And in between eating and assembly at 8.20am you have to get last

minute packing, cleaning and anything else done that you want.
The time here is divided into 3-day 'schemes' - kayaking, sailing, solo,
community service, tramping (x2) and one day of rock climbing.

KAYAKING . . .
Kayaking was really fun.
capsizing.

Very cold and always wet since one never stopped

It wasn't just gliding gently down a river as I first thought,

but learning to go down rapids which by Day 3 had progressed to waterfalls!
We learnt a number of rescue methods so by the final day we (or I did anyway,
some like Rosalie were still sweating at the sight of the kayak) felt really
secure if we did fall out, so you took more risks and consequently got a
bigger buzz when you achieved something.
We camped out the two nights.
night out.

Had PT and a 5km run to the truck the first

Running as a watch so very slow coz the slowest is quite unfit.

We only get a tent and fly (four sets altogether) so have to make our own
poles, pegs, or find a tree. Everyone was cold and wet and not enough
torches so it took until midnight to get the tents up. Sue and I did dinner
on the meths burners and it was pretty horrible.
Day 3 of kayaking was neat. We didn't do as much distance as the day
before but spent half a day doing a wee waterfall (1-2m high) - forwards,
backwards and no paddle. I only did the last one successfully whilst
Justine kept going over backwards! Then we went down a real narrow rapid
between 2 rocks and spent the afternoon 'popping out'. It's a really cool
technique of pushing your kayak bow into the downpouring water. Your end
lifts out and then you throw yourself backwards and you and your kayak aerial
backwards into the air and you land further up the pool. Hopefully upright.

Bush 1 . . .
(The group arrived back at Anakiwa after their kayaking scheme and were told
at 9pm that night they were leaving for Bush 1 next morning - you never
know what you're in for next until the last moment at Outward Bound.)
Up until midnight getting gears ready.
meals and divided up the gear needed.
had what.

Tracy organised our rations into
Labels on each pack so we knew who

Up again at 5am to do last minute packing, PT etc and away by

8.30am.
Tramped up a valley somewhere between Linkwater and Havelock to a stream
junction - Kev had given us the co-ordinate as a hint to a spur leading to

our lunch time destination of Mt Cullen. We decided to be clever buggers
and go upstream to a different spur and ascend. 5.5 hours later it was
3pm and we were still scrambling up some ruddy gully. All tired and wet
and cold (been raining for 4 hours). 'Temporarily geographically
embarrassed' they call it around here. Tell you what, I wasn't going to
mention I'd done 10 years of orienteering!
Made it to Mt Cullen about 5.30pm - mist and fog down so much we had
only 15m visibility so not even the view made it worthwhile.

Couple of

us actually crying with frustration and tiredness on the last bit up (you
couldn't see where the top was - case of the disappearing summit) but kept
on plodding coz you couldn't make camp on the side of a mountain.
top and dark now.

Found a place to pitch tents.

Over the

Heaps of bitching trying

to get the tents up coz everyone was so cold and miserable.
Wet night and horrible foggy wet day on Day 2.

Got to the next co-ord-

inates okay and halfway to Dukes Head but came to what we thought was the
end of the world.

Were on the right spur but it just ended.

A rock sticking

into the cloud and visibility about 10m so we didn't know which way to go.
Trying to decided what to do.

Obviously we weren't going to make it right

round the course in one more day seeing as we should have been here by the
end of Day 1! So either stay out 5 days and do it, or come home via way
we came in.

I would have quite liked to have gone for a 5-day session

(even though I was cold and tired and rations would have been stretched),
because I hate being set something and not doing it.

A number felt like me

and the rest were really too sick to cope (lots of flu here), and some
others just easy give-ins.

Decision made to come back.

(Fleur had an

asthma attack so that confirmed it as a good idea.)

SOLO . . .
We'd all been surmising about our next scheme.
started 'Solitude ...' and we all grinned!

Our reading for the evening

Packed gear-(groundsheet, bivvy sheet, warm woollens, rations - 3
carrots, cheese, 3 flapjacks, 3 apples, 2 litres of water)- in 30 minutes
and were on the launch for a night trip up the Sounds.
about how we'd all cope in the dark setting up a bivvy.

Slight nervousness
I wasn't so

worried about being alone coz I like it occassionally and it's really
beautiful out there.

Gives you time to think and collect yourself and

recharge before the last two schemes.

Kerry and Dean were freaking out

about being by themselves and having to think, because they're always
surrounded by people.
We had to write a letter to ourselves about our thoughts re: life,
dreams, aims etc. It's to be posted to us in 6 months so we can compare
then and now.
Day 3 of Solo was as beautiful and sunny as the first two days. Wrote

heaps more in my diary, a few more letters, packed up my bivvy, ate my last
flapjack and waited.

Kev had said we'd he picked up 'sometime after lunch'

so we all of course presumed they'd arrive closer to lunchtime than to teatime.

You'd think we'd have a little more insight into his mind by now

but no!

Of course the boat didn't arrive until 5.30-6pm, by which time I

was starting to think maybe I'd got the days wrong and it was actually
Monday today and Tuesday - pickup day - tomorrow.

I thought I was paranoid

until we got back to O.B. and Fleur said she'd got all paranoid about counting the days wrong.

Decided she had so she remade her bivvy and had just

finished it when the boat arrived to pick her up!

Cracked us up no end -

probably because we were all close to doing the same.
Anyway, the boat did arrive.

We'd been told not to speak until no.14

was picked up and that was really hard coz you were so happy to see everyone and just wanted to talk and talk but all you could do was hug and cuddle
up for warmth.

Got back to school and went straight in for tea though we

weren't supposed to eat much because you get sick with too much food after
very little - but it didn't worry us.

Pigged out massively on as much as

we could.
Kev came up and we shared a few thoughts about what had happened to us
on Solo. As expected Dean and Kerry were fairly freaked out, seeing as it
was the first time in their lives they'd been completely alone. Eli had
heard a wild pig rooting around the first night so he spent the whole next
day whittling sticks into stakes and placing them around his bivvy to keep
out Mr and Mrs Wildpig.

SAILING . . .
'Sailing' the next day, as I erroneously called the scheme.
'sea'.

It is called

Never, never, never call it sailing because you invariably have

to row.... Calm as anything on Day 1.

And row we did.

The day deteriorated slowly and by mid afternoon rain was threatening,
so out came the bright orange sea-capes.
5 hours total rowing each.

We reached our destination after

Nearly dark by this time and all speculating

where to stay the night as we rowed near to shore.

Next thing Kev and Pete

pull up beside us (having caught fish all day from their tugboat) and order
us to moor up to them. Uh-oh, our suspicions led us to believe we're to
be shipwrecked. Most other watches had had this happen to them - get less
than 5 minutes to get off the boat to shore with as much gear as they could
before the instructors start pulling out and leaving you to swim. So we
were prepared for this.
oars away etc.

Or so we thought.

Unlashed our sea-bags and lashed

And then Kev says 30 seconds to take FOUR sea-bags.

just jumped off with the first four.

People

I was at the back passing up bags and

unfortunately got stuck behind Rosalie who wouldn't jump.

And here's Kev

pulling back with the steep shelf dropping down and deeper water appearing.
In the end I pushed Rosalie off and jumped with her.
Dean and Kerry were moaning about the shipwreck while the rest of us
were rattling around trying to find a suitable tent site. Good points
about the bag choice were we got eight sleeping bags and 2 tents and groundsheets. Bad point was we left the food bag on the boat.
With no food and no firewood and rain starting we didn't have much to do
but put up the 2 tents and go to bed.

Stuffed 7 people in each one with 4

sleeping bags to spread over and shivered the night away.
Pete drove in at 4am and tooted us awake.
meet them and we were off.

Luckily Kev and

We had 10 minutes to pack and

Must be the first time in my life I've been

glad to be woken at such a time and told to go somewhere !!
Day 2 was possibly the most exhilerating day of my life.

No.1 exhilar-

ation was getting fed flapjacks and peanut butter on crackers.

No.2

exhileration was not knowing if I was going to live through the day.

I

think I learnt more about sailing in one day than you could ever learn
having lessons at the yacht club.
That afternoon the swell increased from 1m to 2-3m and wind from
40 knots. Heaps of reefs in the sails and change of jibs before we
able to cope adequately. Sue and Justine seasick. My one claim to
is that despite the fact I was sure we were all going to succumb to
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mighty sea and never return to O.B., I didn't even get seasick or feel
remotely nauseous. But I was certain we were all going to die!! A cross
between that and sheer exhileration as we plunged up and down, went about,
raced from side to side balancing out etc. Such a buzz. Brett was just
in his element. The more the wind increased, the happier he was. His
favourite saying was 'Blow ya bitch, blow!'. And here's the rest of us
with these incredibly petrified smiles plastered all over us!

BUSH
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...

Bush
The last scheme screwed us and we weren't going to let it happen again
(but it did . . . ) . Up at 5am and packed. Really organised and made all
our loaves into sandwiches to save delays. Day 1 was good. Kev had given
us our destination. Basically it was going to mean 12-15km hard walk
every day, but less navigation coz it was all on well-marked tracks. We
made the slowest set the pace out front to stop them grumbling about the
pace and made about 11km that day. About a 5 hour climb up Mt Royal would have been fantastic views but guess what? Yes, it was misty again.
That'll be Kev and God colluding again. Only trouble with getting there
so late was we still had 4km to the huts at the other end of the ridge,
which we'd made our aim, and so we couldn't stay long.
Racing now, down the scree and trying to get to the bottom of the bush
before dark. Hopeless trying really. Kerry pulled his knee ligaments

early on but never told anyone (to be a source of conflict later). Party
started to split with Brett and a few others trying to go hell for leather
for the huts and the rest of us helping others like Mike who had very poor
night vision.

Finally at 6.30-7pm we decided that this was stupid tramping

in the dark and set up three bivvies and made tea.
Day 2 was the beginning of the end.
huts for breakfast.

Up early and walked the hour to the

Kerry's knee playing up and he finally told us, so we

had to make a decision about carrying on the prepared route, or follow river
out to Canvastown and call Kev. Problem.
town, but not everyone was happy.

Decision was made - off to Canvas-

Therein the conflict grew. Kerry had wimped on the previous two schemes
and despite his tough exterior was possibly the fastest member to break in
trying conditions. Plus as soon as there's an easy option he and three other
guys tended to push for it rather than face up to the challenge and go for
it. On the other hand there was a group of us (6-8) who always tried to keep
ourselves and the others going on schemes. Often pushing the four lads
(against their will) and sometimes aggravating them. We didn't really believe
Kerry was in pain, rather just using it as an excuse because he couldn't be
bothered doing the tramp.
Day 3 we did the 15km out to Canvastown, much of it on road.

Canvastown

at last and the tension in the watch was so big it eclipsed even the sight
of the DB Tavern.

Five minutes rest and open fire.

It all came out.

Every-

thing that the two separate parties had been saying about each other behind
their backs.

Eight of us on about how unmotivated a few of the guys were,

how detrimental it was to the group, how lazy they were, always taking the
easy option.
Retaliation.

They felt we were too pushy, set too high goals, not

listening to others' ailments, thinking of only our own personal goals.
Really funny actually - here's this big discussion going on with tempers
really loose, 4 vs. 8, and the only thing Karl was worried about was what
Canvastown would think of it.
So.

Fight over and everyone sitting in their own cloud of steam.

Rang

Kev and got him to collect us. He arrived 1.5 hours later, took one look at
us and broke into this incredible grin. Kept it up plus this inane whistling
all the way home.

THE COURSE, AFTER COMPLETION . . .
I felt I had put in a mega-effort, both working for myself and for the team.
Learnt heaps, especially about thinking of others, patience, tolerance,
honesty, coping one day at a time.

The lessons are by no means learnt

perfectly but I think a little time out now and then to rethink about what
I'm doing will help me keep trying.
Robyn Oldfield
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EXPAND YOUR
ORIENTEERING VOCABULARY !
The October magazine had a wordgram puzzle that intrigued me, being a
scrabble player.

Apart from obvious words like compass, orienteering,

lake etc, I managed to build a tally of 84 words - they're listed below
with their meaning and possible connection to our sport.
A. Down
Compass, Hut, Pa (on N.Z. maps?)
B. Across,
Orient-Hong Kong O Club!!
Orienteer, Orienteering
Lake - Western Springs map
Pie - usually cold, later
Stream - always wider than shown
Ream - boring out long-drop loos
Rung - progression on National Ranking
Rock
Mac - starter's windbreak equipment
C. Up
Is - an affirmative or questionnaire when hassling the course setter
Sap - the draining of energy up the wrong hill
Ax - used by the course setter clearing sites or changing courses
Rue - a disqualification does this to my result
Bo - a buddy, lots of those at oreinteering
Oo - Scots form of 'we' or 'wool' (when describing a hazy route choice)
Cam - those things in the motor car that get you to events
Cit - a term of contempt for a townsman, usually used by Waiuku farmers
Fee - the cost
Feel - a sensation experienced when deciding on route choice
Owe - when borrowing from Bo for fee
Lo - look, behold, fine weather?
Am - either morning start or ego positive
To - directional route choice
Arf - dog's bark, when verging on out-of-bounds area
Via - by way of, on route choice
Fond - affection to course setter when a winner
Pun - temperamental humour at protests
D. Diagonal Up
Ai - three-toed sloth (plenty of them around in the trees)
Via (repeat) - No. Negative surprise in results.
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My - possessive something or other
Me - like who?! when wrong clip found
De - from; away; as in de-bug the car, decamp after the event, decode
the clips on a wet card.
Ai - another sloth
Ar - the letter R, one of the codes
Err - thing not done on a perfect run
Yu - Chinese Yew tree, cherry tree (oz?)
Oaf - what I call myself when I err
Lug - progress on an uphill finish
Ex - the letter X, one of the codes
Kif - hemp or marijuana
Mar - to hinder or spoil like dark green
Mars - ditto, or after-event nourishment
Sud - top of beer, after event
As - to the same degree, when comparing times
Dog - makes an arf
God - never hears Selwyn's weather requests correctly
Ram - those male sheep in Cornwall Park
Yu (repeat) - gully; a concentrated re-entrant
Gull - they circle over controls (don't they?)
Ox - those black beasties
Pi - to jumble decisions
Om - manta used in contemplation i.e. psyching-up
Ae - one in number (W19 course)
Fey - crazy ( wet weather analysis)
Too - unnecessarily so, in distance to the next control
On - position of flag at knoll
Ai - still another sloth
Om (repeat - didn't work the first time!)
Spur - inverted re-entrant
Or - an alternative in route choice
Ut - Doh in music when running over Austrian hills
Lei - what the winner gets in Fiji
Fy - expressing disgust when asked about hidden control
E. Across, right to left
Lot - 'that's my', after a final effort
Yen - a yearning to win the prize in Japanese currency
Cliff - a top place, to find the control at the base
Cos - lettuce in sandwiches afterwards
Gnu - aren't those big deer new?
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Out - the emergence of the forest to open area, or result of DISQ.
Ut - that sound of nice music again
Cam - more engine bits that get me to events
Be - a shade of pencil lead when copying down codes in park events
Hi - a Katie-Fettes-welcome
Tony Nicholls
(And for those of you who are wondering why Tony's short-word vocabulary
is so large, he was the New Zealand Scrabble Champion, 'B' Grade, in 1976.
A man of many talents

)

I don't make a habit of reading
the public notices in the daily
papers. But if they're next to
the cryptic crossword and I
can't get the answers then eyes
start to wander. The 4 Nov.
Herald had this notice.
Makes orienteering look cheap,
doesn't it? Will the time come
when we don't accept personalised
cheques for "O" events? And who
was that foolish event organiser
in Central club a few years ago
who asked for 2 stamped addressed
envelopes from entrants?
Selwyn Palmer

$10,000 TOUCH TOURNAMENT
NOVEMBER 25 AND 26
PATTERSON PARK
NGARUAWAHIA
Both Open Men's and Open
Women's sections.
Closing date: 20 November, 1989.
Team Fee: $240 per team of 12.
Teams hove minimum of 2
gomes.
Written application must be accompanied by:
1) A bank cheque made out to
NZMRL.
2) A completed team card
numbered 1-12.
3) A stamped, self-addressed envelope.
All applications to R Whoanga 8
Espada Place, Wiri, phone (09)
263-9295. The Organiser.
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Andrew Longmore on the trail of orienteering's largest British festival

On course with the dashers
I
M

f you have ever tried to
read the A-Z on a
moving London Underground train, you have
had some idea of the
sensation of orienteering. If
you enjoyed the experience,
you should have been in the
West Country last weekend
when 4,100 orienteers gathered for the 23rd Jan
Kjellstrom international, the
biggest orienteering jamboree
ever held in Britain, which
took place over three days at
Longleat, Stourhead and
Stock Hill.
Orienteering has come a
long way since the pioneering
days of Jan Kjellstrom, when
competitors took to the woods
armed with an Ordnance Survey map, a track suit and a
pair of football boots. Now the
maps are specially prepared,
the top runners wear nylon
suits and the organization is
meticulous. But one look at
the results board will provide
the real clue to the sport. The
same surnames occur with
remarkable frequency.
The Palmers, for instance.
The father, Peter, is director of
coaching, his wife, Marlene,
competes, and his son, Stephen, is a past winner of the
JK international. Or the
Hales, Steven and Gill,
brother and sister, who both
finished second in the elite
open-class events. Or the
Shaws from Huddersfield,
father Rod, mother Margaret,
daughters Helen, aged 13. and
Jenny, 11. who all competed.
It's like infiltrating a pack of
happy family cards. Either
that or gate-crashing a doctors'
convention.
"You might not be able to
get your car mended at an
orienteering meeting, but if
you break down yourself,
you'll be overwhelmed with
aid." Roy Mason, general
secretary of the British
Orienteering Federation, said.
Orienteering is not only the
ultimate family sport, it is the
ultimate all-in sport. There are
frighteningly few excuses for
not getting involved — old age,
infirmity, extreme youth, incompetence, the map-reading
equivalent of dyslexia, nothing will get you off the hook.
The sport has every angle
covered. There are different
courses of different lengths for
different age groups and even
a special course for the under10s. You can walk the course
or run flat out, read the map
on the run as the best do or sit
down and have a good think
about it. As long as one does
not run over the other, no

harm is done. It is a festival,
after all.
There is a nice informality
about the sport too. At the end
of the course there is a sign
which points the way to
"punching, explanations and
retirals". The punching refers
to the cards each competitor
carries to prove he has found
all the control points; the
retirals are self-explanatory.
The explanations? "If you
make a mistake, you can
explain to the judges what
happened and they might
believe you and let you off,"
Mason said. But that gentility
should not be mistaken for
indifference. Inside the confines of the course, it is like
rush hour at Victoria Station:
no time for "after you" unless
you want to miss the train.
By common consent,
orienteers are divided into
two groups: the dashers and
the plodders. If the course is
technically difficult — that is,
the control points, which each
competitor has to find, are
well hidden and the terrain is
rough - the plodders are in
their element. From the map,
they can work out where the
difficulties are and work their
way around them.
he dashers will hang
the difficulties, the
nasty area of dark
green which heralds
thick vegetation, go
straight for the flag. And get
lost. (Sorry, orienteers never
get lost; they just become
temporarily unaware of their
position.) "It can depend on
mood." Dick Agar, the BOF
treasurer, said. "Sometimes
I'll go for it, sometimes I'll be
a bit cautious. I went for it
today and spent 10 minutes
looking for one point."
The top competitors have to
be cautious dashers. Covering
13 kilometres, finding 25 control points in 70 minutes,
there is not much time for
head scratching. But what
makes a good orienteer? "You
have to be a good enough
athlete to run a fast marathon
and have extra strength for
tackling some of the forest
terrain." explains Steven
Hale, who led the event at the
end of the first day. "You have
to have spatial awareness, be
able to judge distances and
think straight while running.
You can't afford to stop for a
second."
Hale was just beaten to the
coveted men's open title by
Hakan Eriksson, of Sweden.
Most of the other 4,000 were
Josers too, except that no one
really seemed to mind.
Seeking a route in the trees: a competitor maps his path at Stourbridge over th
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